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CloseA customised experience
This site uses technical cookies and, after obtaining consent, first and third party analytical and profiling cookies. Closing the banner will result in the settings remaining in place and navigation continuing in the absence of cookies other than technical ones. Your consent to the use of cookies other than technical cookies is optional and revocable at any time by configuring your cookie preferences. To find out more about each type of cookie we use, you can read our Cookie Policy.


Cookie preference configuration
From here you can give or refuse consent to the installation of cookies used by our website.
Necessary technical cookies
Always active
The necessary technical cookies cannot be deactivated as without them the website would not be able to function properly. We use them to provide you with our services and they help enable basic functionality such as page navigation, language preference or access to secure areas of the site.

First Party4
cm_cookie_francehopital
Check your cookie acceptance.
Lifetime 6 months
Domain www.francehopital.com


mic_francehopital_form_7_sent
Contains session information.
Lifetime Session
Domain www.francehopital.com


w3tc_logged_out
Contains session information.
Lifetime Session
Domain www.francehopital.com


_icl_current_language
Allows the language settings to be saved.
Lifetime 1 days
Domain www.francehopital.com





YouTube1
CONSENT
Contains user's consent information.
Lifetime 2 years
Domain .youtube-nocookie.com


Find out more about this supplier




Analytical cookies
Analytical cookies help us understand how users use this website. We can thus improve our website and communications and ensure that we always offer interesting and relevant content.

Linkedin1
_bizo_bzid
Linkedin services.
Lifetime 1 days
Domain .linkedin.com


Find out more about this supplier




Profiling cookies
Profiling cookies are used to trace website users. They are intended to provide tailored communications or advertisements that are relevant and engaging to each user.

SalesForce5
pardot
A session cookie named pardot is set in your browser while you’re logged in as a user or when a visitor accesses a form, landing page, or page with Account Engagement tracking code. The cookie denotes an active session and isn’t used for tracking.
Lifetime Session
Domain www.francehopital.com


lpv
This LPV cookie is set to keep us from tracking multiple page views on a single asset over a 30-minute session. For example, if a visitor reloads a landing page several times over a 30-minute period, this cookie keeps each reload from being tracked as a page view.
Lifetime 30 minutes
Domain www.francehopital.com


visitor_id-hash
The visitor hash cookie contains the account ID and stores a unique hash. For example, the cookie name visitor_id12345-hash stores the hash “855c3697d9979e78ac404c4ba2c66533”, and the account ID is 12345. This cookie is a security measure to make sure that a malicious user can’t fake a visitor and access corresponding prospect information.
Lifetime 1 years
Domain www.francehopital.com


pi_opt_in
If Tracking Opt-in preferences is enabled, the pi_opt_in cookie is set with a true or false value when the visitor opts in or out of tracking. If a visitor opts in, the value is set to true, and the visitor is cookied and tracked. If the visitor opts out or ignores the opt-in banner, the opt-in cookie value is set to false. The visitor cookie is disabled, and the visitor isn’t tracked.
Lifetime 1 years
Domain www.francehopital.com


visitor_id
The visitor cookie includes a unique visitor ID and the unique identifier for your business unit. For example, the cookie name visitor_id12345 stores the visitor ID 1010101010. The account identifier, 12345, makes sure that the visitor is tracked on the correct business unit. The visitor value is the visitor_id in your business unit. This cookie is set for visitors by the Account Engagement tracking code.
Lifetime 1 years
Domain www.francehopital.com


Find out more about this supplier


Facebook1
_fbp
It allows us to show our advertising to users who have already visited our website when they are on Facebook or on a digital platform supported by Facebook Advertising.
Lifetime 3 months
Domain .francehopital.com


Find out more about this supplier
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